Glory on the Grass 5V5 Soccer
Covid-19 Protocols
Effective date June 17, 2020
(these rules are subject to change based on the latest CDC and PA Department of Health guidelines)

Glory on the Grass Soccer and It’s For The Kids, LLC take the safety of our players, coaches, fans and staff
seriously. The following protocols will be in force during our tournament events:
Social Distancing will be in effect for spectators and players on the bench. A minimum of six feet is to be
kept between bench players and spectators.
Spectators and bench players are to wear masks when they are at the playing fields. Players on the field
are not required to wear a mask but are expected to put on their mask when they are not on the field.
Coaches can choose to wear a mask or not to wear a mask during the duration of the match.
There is to be no spitting on the field. Goalkeepers should not spit into their gloves.

Teams should not come to their playing field until two minutes before kickoff. We have increased time
between matches for staff to sanitize game balls and goals.
Players and spectators are to remain in their designated areas when their team is not playing with the following exceptions: Using the restroom facilities, visiting the concession stand, visiting the merchandise
tent, and going to warm up before their match. Masks must be worn when moving about the complex.
We are currently limiting one adult to accompany one player for the tournament in order to keep the
overall attendance numbers low. This is the protocol from the CDC and the PA Department of Health.
While we understand this is not ideal, we want to provide players with an opportunity to compete in as
safe an environment as we can establish.

Only one person is to check in their team, and social distancing is to be observed when standing/waiting
in any lines.
Masks: Masks are required at all times with the following exceptions: players on the playing field and
when your team and spectators are in their designated team area.
These protocols are subject to change without notice based on the latest mandates from the CDC and
PA Department of Health.

